VINEYARDS & VITICULTURE
Situated near the crossroads of four southern
Rhône appellations — Gigondas, Côtes du
Ventoux, Côtes du Rhône and Séguret — the
vineyards at Chêne Bleu are planted on the
slopes of the Dentelles de Montmirail with
varied exposures. A total of 35 hectares (87
acres) have been planted and reclaimed. The
original vineyards had been neglected for many
years, with gnarly, tough old vines 30 to 45
years old that were both a blessing and a burden,
requiring retraining and individual evaluation
vine by vine. Their toughness makes them
able to withstand extreme conditions, with deep
roots (extending as much as 300 feet into the
rocky slopes) that sustain the vines in years of
drought and during heat spikes.
The vineyards were redrawn and replanted with
more Rhône varietals — Roussanne, Marsanne,
Viognier and Grenache Blanc for whites, and
Mourvèdre, as well as the original Syrah and
Grenache. To regenerate the vineyard they used
the traditional massal selection from the best of
their old vines, selecting low-yielding vines for
more concentrated fruit. Pruning was changed
to the double cordon method to allow better
canopy management and control of sunlight to
the vines.
The terrain is uneven, rough and rugged, so all
vineyard work is done by hand. The vineyards
have been separated into mini-parcels to capture
the identity of each different sector of soil.
Claude and Lydia Bourguignon, the worldrenowned soil experts, have provided invaluable

advice about the best and best-suited natural
practices. With their help, as well as the advice
of their international advisors, such as Philippe
Cambie and Zelma Long, the family has
embarked on a pioneering study, researching
other interesting varieties well-suited to their
terroir but also relevant to the style and
complexity of their wines.
Biodynamic viticulture was introduced to
preserve the health and individuality of the soil
and the vines. The family is working towards
managing the entire estate in accordance with
biodynamic principles. Small doses of natural
treatments are applied, and vineyard work
is timed in accordance with the influence of
phases of the moon. No synthetic fertilizers or
chemicals are used. Flocks of organically raised
sheep are allowed to winter in the vineyard,
providing weed control as well as natural
fertilizer. Organic humus comes from the
estate’s own composting bins.
The estate’s apiary is the source of propolis
from the bees, which they are testing as a
natural treatment in select parcels. (Propolis is a
resinous mixture that bees collect from conifers
and other vegetation and use to seal and protect
their hives. The resin also seems to inhibit the
growth of bacteria, viruses and fungi.)
The vineyards and entire estate depend on
natural springs and subterranean water tables.
The family has planted a species of wastecleansing bamboo to purify and recycle the
water used in the winery.
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